Flexible, easy creation of dimensional database items.
Accurate inventory management has never been easier!

DRS Matrix Master

™

for Microsoft® Retail Management System
DRS Matrix Master is a mini-bundle which includes DRS
AutoGen and DRS Power Ops. Includes all matrix create/edit/
display features to create and maintain matrix items, as well as
Purchase Order integration. The final release will include
reports and analysis tools.
The quick-add-edit concept behind DRS Matrix Master will
save users thousands of keystrokes, while the added flexibility
and accuracy will result in better control over inventory.
Matrix Master is designed to work with Store Operations or
Store Operations in a HeadQuarters environment.

Digital Retail
S O L U T I O N S

DRS Matrix Master will:
Set up defaults:
 Auto-generate item lookup codes; user-defined
formats include barcode type
 Automate supplier tab updates from POs and
copying of supplier reorder number to alias
 Create style sheets to manage matrices in 1-3
dimensions
 Assign margin/markup price calculators for
regular, ABC, and lower/upper bound prices
with rounding
 Format list view grid lines and/or alternate row
colors for easy viewing
 Automate sales tax assignment by location for
new item adds (HeadQuarters multi-store)
Create/edit items:
 Add/copy matrix items via quick entry forms
 Enter dimensions with reusable style sheets
 Assign style sheets by dept/category/supplier
 Add additional dimensions in 3 easy ways
 Change matrix item descriptions in batch mode
 Import matrix style sheets from existing items
 Delete items or matrix with associated
component items
Display/View:
 Display matrix grids, change views on-the-fly
 Show pictures in large or small format w/Notes
 View on hand, committed, pending, and on
order quantities with mouse-over
 View start/stop sale dates or discount schedule
 View all item details from one screen
 Drill-down to Alias, Offline, Member Of, and
Supplier/SRN
 Use hot keys to filter items by matrix class or
components
 View matrix class items by total units or in
matrix grids with drill-down
 View on order details for items from POS
Manager functions:
 Print purchase orders in matrix grid format
 Copy existing POs to create new ones
 Carry forward partial POs
 Create new items and immediately add to PO
 Generate POs based on restocking levels or
tag selected items and order
 Two-click label printing to barcode printers

60-day Free Trial
All upgrades to DRS Matrix
Master are included with your
annual maintenance plan
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